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RE: DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION 
FUNDS ACT 24, 1956 (“the ACT”): C PERDIKIS (“the complainant”) v 
LIFESTYLE PRESERVER PENSION PLAN (“the first respondent”) AND 
LIBERTY GROUP LIMITED (“the second respondent”)    

  
1. Introduction 
 

1.1 The complaint concerns the alleged improper investment of the complainant’s 
funds by the first respondent. 

  
1.2 The complaint was received by this office on 21 July 2005. A letter 

acknowledging receipt thereof was sent to the complainant on 14 October 2005. 
On 13 October 2005, a letter was dispatched to the respondents giving them until 
3 November 2005, to file responses to the complaint. On 15 December 2005, the 
respondent furnished its response. On 26 January 2006, this office forwarded the 
response to the complainant received from the respondent. On 16 February 
2006, the complainant furnished this office with his further submissions.  

 
1.3  Having considered the written submissions filed before this tribunal, it is 

considered unnecessary to hold a hearing in this matter. The determination and 
reasons therefor appear below.    

 
2. The factual background     
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    2.1 On 1 March 1998, the complainant became a member of the first respondent by 
transferring an amount of R697 270.35 into the Global Managed Portfolio (“the 
portfolio”). Prior to investing his funds in the portfolio the funds were divided into 
two and invested under different contracts. An amount of R159 612.32 of the 
complainant’s funds in the portfolio was invested under contract number 
57453301500 and an amount of R537 651.03 was invested under contract 
number 57453302200.  

 
   2.2  On 22 February 2005, as a result of the complainant’s withdrawal from the first 

respondent, the first respondent paid him a withdrawal benefit of R848 983.17.  
 

3. The complaint 
 

   3.1 The complaint is that the first respondent failed to invest part of the complainant’s 
funds timeously. 

 
   3.2 The complainant submits that he enquired about the breakdown of the amount of 

R848 983.17 paid to him. Further, the complainant says the first respondent 
provided him with schedules 1 and 2 explaining about his invested amounts. 
Furthermore, the complainant contends that it was after looking at these 
schedules that it became apparent to him that an amount of only R58 793.07 was 
invested by the respondent with effect from 1 April 1998, as opposed to investing 
the whole amount of R697 270.35.   

 
   3.3 Further, he contends that from the amount of R697 270.35, that he initially 

intended to invest, the first respondent only timeously invested an amount of R58 
793.07. The complainant says that the remainder of an amount of R638 477.28 
was only invested on 1 August 1998, four months later. Therefore, he wants this 
office to investigate the reason/s the amount of R638 477.28 was invested late.  

 
   3.4 The complainant submits that after the first respondent supplied him with 

schedules 1 and 2 it further provided him with schedules 3 and 4. The 
complainant submits that in schedules 3 and 4, which he says is a “correction”, 
the respondent showed him what he would have received as his withdrawal 
benefit had the invested amount of R697 270.35 been invested timeously. 
Therefore, the complainant says that as a result of the “correction” on 8 April 
2005 the first respondent paid him R142 312.15.       

      
   3.5  Further, the complainant submits that he does not accept the first respondent’s 

schedules provided to him as “bona fide” schedules. The relief the complainant 
seeks is an order directing the first respondent to provide him with the original 
schedules.  

 
    3.6 The complainant alleges that the first respondent agreed to pay interest on the 

amount of R697 270.35 received by it on 20 March 1998 until the date of its 
investment on 1 April 1998. The complainant wants this office to ensure that such 
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interest is “factored” by the first respondent in the amount invested with effect from 
1 April 1998 until the complainant’s date of withdrawal from the first respondent.  

 
  3.7 Lastly, the complainant complaints about the alleged high costs levied against the 

invested amount.   
 

4. The first respondent’s response  
 

  4.1 Mr J Wolmarans, the first respondent’s principal officer responded on behalf of the 
first respondent. .  

 
   4.2 The first respondent alleges to have attached in its response a copy of the 

membership certificate, a copy of the first respondent’s rules and a letter from the 
second respondent. However, on perusal of the response the principal officer had 
omitted to supply such documents as he alleged to have attached.    

 
5. The second respondent’s response 

 
   5.1 Ms H Pillay-Marion of the second respondent who is the first respondent’s  

administrator responded.   
 

   5.2 The second respondent raises a point in limine and contends that as this 
complaint involves investment values and returns on the first respondent which 
has to do with the obligations of the second respondent in its capacity as the 
insurer rather than the first respondent therefore this office lacks jurisdiction to 
adjudicate upon the complaint.   

 
   5.3 On the merits the second respondent confirms that both contracts (number 

57453301500 and contract number 57453302200) commenced on 1 March 1998. 
Further, the second respondent confirms that these contracts were issued with the 
linkage being the Portfolio which consisted of a balanced mix of foreign equities, 
fixed-interest investments and liquid assets which is diversified with respect to both 
currency and geographical location. The second respondent says due to the 
strengthening of the rand against the dollar this portfolio became a higher risk 
vehicle.  

 
   5.4 The second respondent contends that under contract number 57453301500 a 

single contribution of R159 619.32 was made thus during February 2005 the full 
fund value was R217 218.98. Further, it says an initial unrecouped expense 
deduction amounted to R22 584.86 and the net amount payable became R194 
634.12.  

 
  5.5 However, despite the first respondent’s initial submission contained in its earlier 

response where it said that there was an initial unrecouped expense deducted 
against the full value which amounted to R22 584.86, on 18 May 2007, in a 
telephone conversation with my investigator, Mr L Mbalo, it explained that its initial 
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submission regarding this matter was in error as no deductions for any unrecouped 
expenses were made.  On the same date the first respondent explained the error 
by sending an e-mail to our offices dated 18 May 2007.  

 
  5.6  Further, the second respondent contends that under contract number 

57453302200 a single contribution of R537 651.03 was made. During February 
2005, the full fund value was R687 651.86 and there were no unrecouped 
expenses deductible from the investment.  

 
  5.7 The second respondent submits that as a result of the complainant’s exit from the 

first respondent his gross withdrawal benefit was R882 285.98, which comprised 
an amount of R194 634.12 plus R537 651.03. However, after deducting tax of R33 
302.81 from the complainant’s gross amount his net withdrawal benefit was R848 
983.17.  

 
  5.8 Further, the second respondent submits that during March 2005, the insurer’s 

actuaries performed reconciliations on the accounts of both of the complainant’s 
contracts and found errors. The second respondent says therefore adjustments 
had to be manually made on the contracts with effect from the inception period of 
the contracts. Thus the investment values as at the date of withdrawal (February 
2005) were increased with no unrecouped expenses deductible.  

 
  5.9 Furthermore, the second respondent submits that after the said reconciliation of 

the contracts the revised withdrawal values were R241 051.52 in respect of 
contract number 57452201500 as opposed to the initial fund value of R217 218.98. 
Further, it avers that in respect of contract number 57453302200 the investment 
value became R814 785.86 as opposed to the initial investment value of R687 
651.86. Therefore, says during April 2005, the correct withdrawal value became 
payable as follows:  

 
   “Corrected Withdrawal Value:  R1 055 837,38 
     Less Unrecouped Expenses:  R     0,00 
     Less Previous Amount Payable R   882 285,98 
 
     Shortfall     R   173 551,40 
     Less Tax payable   R     31 239,25 
     Balance Payment   R   142 312,15” 

 
5.10 The second respondent confirms that during April 2005 a detailed letter including a 

comprehensive table explaining the reconciliation of the investment accounts on 
each contract was forwarded to the complainant.   

  
6. Determination and reasons therefor     

 
  6.1 There is no merit in the point in limine raised by the second respondent because 

the crux of this complaint does not constitute long term insurance business but 
actually relates to a preserver pension plan, which is a pension fund organization 
as defined in the Act.  For the reasons more fully set out in Louw v Central 
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Retirement Annuity Fund and Another [2005] 7 BPLR 622 (PFA) at paragraphs 
[11] to [36], I cannot uphold the contention that this matter constitutes “long term 
insurance business” over which I have no jurisdiction.   

 
  6.2 Furthermore, Davis J (in whose judgment Le Grange AJ concurred) in Central 

Retirement Annuity Fund v Adjudicator of Pension Funds & Another, [2005] 8 
BPLR 655 (C), (“the de Beer judgment”), at 660C-E confirmed the jurisdiction of 
this office and stated:  

 
“The Rules of the Fund set out its essential purpose as being to provide benefits to 
members upon retirement.  The fact that applicant may be exempt in terms of the 
applicable law from audit cannot exempt it from playing a role in the fulfillment of its 
purpose.  In any event, applicant is a pension fund organization and has separate 
legal personality in terms of s51(a) [sic] of the Act. It cannot simply be treated as an 
illusionary ‘go between’ the members such as second respondent and Sanlam Life. It 
should be accountable to its members and hence be subject to the discipline of the 
Act’s complaint mechanism.” 

 
  6.3 The technical point is therefore dismissed.  

 
  6.4 It is common cause that the complainant’s gross investment amount of R697 

270.35 was not simultaneously and timeously invested in both of his contracts. In a 
letter dated 4 April 2005 that the complainant received from the second respondent 
attached to the complaint it confirmed therein that after its actuarial department 
performed reconciliations in his contracts it established that although the 
complainant’s initial investment amount of R697 270.35 was received on 24 March 
1998, it was initially paid into contract number 57453301500 instead of being 
allocated accordingly to both contracts. Therefore, it says as a result of the 
reversal of the contributions and the correction of the allocation this process 
resulted in the contributions only being invested at the end of July 1998 and not at 
the end of March 1998 which was incorrect. Further, it submits that all the 
expenses were allocated to one contract which needed to be addressed. 

 
  6.5 However, the second respondent having explained its error contends that it 

reconstructed the investment values as if the full contributions were allocated as at 
the end of March 1998. Thus, the total withdrawal value due to the complainant 
became R1 055 837.38 instead of R848 983.17. Therefore, the reconstructed 
values meant that the first respondent became liable to pay the complainant a 
shortfall of R173 551,40 less tax, a net balance of R142 312,15. On 8 April 2005, 
the first respondent discharged its duty and paid the complainant the said amount 
of R142 312.15.   

 
  6.6 I am therefore satisfied that the first respondent made good on its error of failing to 

invest the complainant’s funds simultaneously.  
 
  6.7 There is further nothing mala fide vis-à-vis the schedules submitted. Further, the 

second respondent has provided a reasonable explanation for the manual changes 
effected on the schedules.    
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  6.8 The complainant wants the first respondent to pay interest on the amount of R697 

270.35 received by it on 20 March 1998 until the date of its investment on 1 April 
1998. However, the complainant’s request has no merit because whatever the first 
respondent was liable to add to his initial investment amount in the form of 
investment bonuses in terms of its rules, it has done so.  

 
  6.9 It is clear that the first respondent erred in saying that it will deduct unrecouped 

expenses against the full value in the amount of R22 584.86. It is, further, clear 
that instead of deducting this amount against the complainant’s value it reimbursed 
the complainant with this amount.   

 
 6.10 In the result, the complaint cannot succeed.  
 
        DATED AT JOHANNESBURG ON THIS          DAY OF                    2008 
 
        Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
        _____________________________ 

MAMODUPI MOHLALA 
PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR   

  

 

 

 


